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ABSTRACT
Why is it that some ideas or products become unusually success-
ful and get adopted widely while others don’t? This question has
been puzzling many social scientists, economists, politicians and
educators for a long time. Knowing the answer to this question
can help deliberately start such successful cascades. Many theories
have been introduced in this topic by economists and social scien-
tists and these theories have been backed by small numbers of case
studies. In this paper, we will focus on the popular theories intro-
duced in “The Tipping Point” by Malcolm Gladwell. The basic
idea is the crucial effect of three types of “fascinating” people that
the author calls mavens, connectors and salesmen on the effective-
ness of a cascade. Those people are claimed to “play a critical role
in the word-of-mouth epidemics that dictate our tastes, trends and
fashions”. In this work, we investigate existence of mavens, con-
nectors and salesmen in the blogosphere. We formally define what
it means to be a maven, connector or a salesman and study their
possible effect on the success of cascades in the blogosphere. We
also study a fourth type of interesting actor that we call translator,
an actor that acts as a bridge between different interest groups and
communities. We observe that these four types of important players
do in fact exist in the blogosphere and they have high correlation
with successful cascades. More interestingly, we show that the cas-
cades where these actors act as intermediaries rather than initiators
are more likely to reach a larger size.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.2.8 [Database Management]: Database Applications - Data Min-
ing

General Terms
Algorithms; Measurement
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social networks, information cascades, heuristics, connectors, mavens,
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1. INTRODUCTION
How and why a society adopts new ideas and how information

cascades happen are questions that have been puzzling social scien-
tists, economists and politicians for decades. Information cascades
have been studied by social scientists for a long time, mostly under
diffusion of innovations, but these studies have the disadvantage
of lacking large-scale data to support the proposed theories. The
mainstream adoption of the Internet, Web and recently online so-
cial networks (OSNs) have provided great opportunities for study-
ing information cascades at a very large-scale. Therefore, recently
there has been a great deal of interest in information diffusion in
computer science research. Various studies have studied informa-
tion diffusion from a variety of perspectives [25, 18, 19, 20, 23].
The interest in identifying influential people or what makes an idea
successful is not exclusive to the academic world. Klout, a start-
up company that measures the influence of individuals and topics
around the web, just secured 1.5 million dollars of investment [21].

An important problem that has attracted attention is how to start a
successful information cascade or influence propagation on a large
scale [20, 24, 7, 9, 31, 36]. Most of these works suggest using ex-
pensive algorithms that are not applicable to very large-scale net-
works compared to the simple heuristics used in earlier work [34].
Those algorithms assume diffusion models that do not fully capture
the behavior observed in real social networks. Leskovec et al. show
the existence of a saturation point for recommendations given to a
person after which additional recommendations seem to have nega-
tive effects [23]. Such behavior has been overlooked by many mod-
els introduced. Another example is the existence of multiple con-
flicting campaigns that are concurrently happening in a network.
This characteristic has been largely ignored with a few notable ex-
ceptions [4, 3, 10, 6, 22]. In addition to the shortcomings of current
models that information propagation algorithms are based on, their
robustness with respect to the parameters of the model remain an
open problem. The correctness of the algorithms critically depend
on the assumption that we are fully aware of the exact real world,
i.e. we know the exact influence each node has on another. It is
not clear if the performance of these solutions will still be within
a known bound of the optimal solution if the assumptions about
the real world are inaccurate even by minor perturbations. In light
of such observations, we claim that a good alternative to applying
those complex algorithms that provide approximation bounds for
a world that is not necessarily representative of the real one, is to
study social networks and the cascading behavior to extract prop-
erties or heuristics that would help create successful information
cascades. Such new findings, based on real world observations,
can also be used to develop a better model for information diffu-
sion which can be used to design optimization algorithms. There
have been many heuristics that have been studied in online social



networks, but most of these heuristics are static and do not reveal
information about the dynamics of cascades. Degree centrality and
distance centrality are two such examples [20]. In this paper we
study the correlation between these actors and success of the cas-
cades and study “possible effectiveness” of such heuristics. Differ-
ent from prior works, we do not use a model on which to evaluate
these heuristics. The evaluation is done on real data sets of real
information cascades. Therefore, the findings we present do not
have the disadvantage of being based on a model that does not cap-
ture real-world behavior. We also introduce several new heuristics
that capture the dynamic behavior of OSNs and how people inter-
act with information and each other. We show that there are various
different types of “actors” that can be identified in a social network
that are likely to have a positive effect on the success of a cascade.
The notion of people in a social network having characteristics that
distinguish them from the rest and these characteristics having a
notable impact on the success of diffusion of information has also
been studied in social sciences under diffusion of innovations [32].
Similar phenomena attracted attention from the computer scientists
as well. Mathioudakis et al. study certain types of actors in a social
network called “starters” and “followers” [26] and introduce effi-
cient algorithms to detect such actors in a social network whereas
Ghosh et al. study the notion of leaders and negotiators [12].

Although most of recent work dismisses simple heuristics as a
means of cascade strategy [20], there are still communities that
claim certain simple heuristics can be used to explain why certain
ideas or products are highly adopted while others are not. Gladwell
[13] identifies three types of people that are crucial to the success
of an information cascade. He uses ideas from epidemiology while
reasoning about various social phenomena such as the growth of
AIDS in the United States in the late 1980s and the sudden increase
in the popularity of the Hush Puppies as a fashion trend. The ba-
sic idea is simple, that the process that creates such trends is very
similar to epidemics, that ideas and products behave like viruses
and that there is a dramatic point beyond which the idea or the epi-
demic rises or falls dramatically. Reaching that “tipping point” is
in no way coincidental according to Gladwell. What makes an idea
or a product reach the tipping point? There are three rules of epi-
demics introduced in this study: the Law of the Few, the Stickiness
Factor and the Power of Context. The Law of the Few, which is
the central idea studied in our work, identifies three types of people
that are crucial to the success of a cascade. Those three types of
actors are: Connectors, Salesman and Mavens. In this paper, we
will first formally define what these three types of “actors” corre-
spond to in a social network and study their correlation with the
success of information cascades. In addition to those actors, we
define another class of actors called Translators, those that act as
bridges among different interest groups or communities, and study
them in detail as well. Similar actors have been studied in various
contexts [16, 5, 12] and have been referred to as structural holes
[16], weak ties [5] or negotiators [12]. Although these terms all
aim to capture those that act as bridges between close-knit groups,
their definition of what makes such an actor is slightly different.
Translators, which we are interested in identifying, are similar to
these notions in the sense that we are also interested in identifying
“bridges” between communities, but we use a more behavioral ap-
proach than a structural approach, i.e. we use cascading behavior
to determine the communities and translators of the network rather
than depending solely on the structure of the network.

We show that involvement of these actors in an information cas-
cade has high correlation with the success of the cascade. More
interestingly, we show that cascades that include these actors as
intermediaries rather than initiators are more likely to be success-

ful. These findings have various implications: 1) simple heuristics
can be employed to improve the success of information cascades;
2) cascades that involve these actors as intermediaries rather than
initiators are more likely to be successful so algorithms that aim
to optimally reach those actors rather than start from them can in-
crease the effectiveness of the solution; 3) these actors can be used
to augment the models of diffusion to capture real world behavior.

2. THE LAW OF THE FEW
Consider the problem of maximizing the spread of influence in

social networks. Choosing the right set of people to first influence
by a new idea to achieve this goal is computationally very expen-
sive. Therefore, researchers as well as marketeers and politicians
have been looking for “types of people” to identify in a much eas-
ier manner that will improve the effectiveness of their campaigns.
Kempe et al. study one notion, degree centrality, and claim that
their influence is far from the optimal [20], the same notion is
shown to be effective for the problem of minimizing the spread of
influence in some circumstances and not so effective in others [4].
Can we conclude that we can never find simple heuristics that will
lead to successful cascades? Gladwell does not agree with this. He
identifies three types of important people that make an idea tip. So
far the computer science research community studied one of those
people, the Connector. But is it possible that we are missing some-
thing? Gladwell does not claim that the Connectors are sufficient
for the success of a cascade. Have we been looking at wrong or
incomplete heuristics and settling with expensive algorithms?

We investigate the effectiveness of the three heuristics introduced
in [13], as well as another heuristic that we call translators. We
study each in isolation as well as in combination. We will first
explain the connectors, mavens, salesmen and translators in more
detail and extract mathematical properties of such actors to identify
them in a graph-theoretical manner. In Section 2.1, we first intro-
duce the notation used in the rest of this paper. In Section 2.2, we
will formally introduce the heuristics to be investigated.

2.1 Preliminaries
A social network can be modeled as a directed graphG = (N,E)

consisting of nodes N and edges E. A node ni is a neighbor of nj

if and only if there is an edge ei,j from nj to ni in G. Each edge
ei,j has a weight pi,j assigned to it that models the direct influence
ni has on nj . The historical data H of the set of cascades observed
on graph G is represented as a set H = {c1, c2, ..., cm} where ci
is an ordered list of nodes nj s.t. nj ∈ N where the nodes are
ordered w.r.t. the time they adopt or advocate cascade ci. For the
blogosphere, which consists of blogs that post various posts which
can link to each other, advocating can be a blog posting a post that
relates to a specific cascade. Note that a blog can post multiple
posts on a cascade and therefore a node nj can appear in cascade
ci multiple times. We denote the first time nj appears on the list of
ci as the time it adopted cascade ci and all the occurrences of nj

in ci as the times it advocates cascade ci. Note that this type of in-
formation diffusion is different from the commonly used models of
Independent Cascade or Linear Threshold [14, 15], where a node
has only one chance to activate each of its neighbors in a cascade.
We also denote the time nj adopts ci as ti,j and this refers to the
index of first occurrence of nj in ci.

2.2 Mavens, Connectors, Salesmen and Trans-
lators

2.2.1 Connectors
The first type of actor introduced by Gladwell is the Connec-

tor. The Connector, translated into a graph, is a node that has high



degree centrality. This type of actor and its effect on information
propagation have been studied for a long time [34, 20, 4]. Consider
the graph G, let degree(ni) denote the number of outgoing edges
originating from ni. W.l.o.g. let 〈n1, n2, n3, ..., nn〉 denote the list
of all the nodes in N ordered by degree(.). The top-k Connectors
list CONk consists of nodes 〈n1, n2, n3, ..., nk〉.

2.2.2 Mavens
The second type of important actor in information propagation is

the Maven. The word “maven” comes from Yiddish and means one
who accumulates knowledge. While describing mavens, Gladwell
lists three important characteristics: 1) they seek new knowledge,
2) they cannot help but help others and therefore share the knowl-
edge they acquire with others and 3) an individual hearing some-
thing from a maven is very likely to believe the correctness and
importance of this piece of information. Translating those features
into graph theory, we define Mavens as those that start a large num-
ber of cascades (they are the original source of new information)
and have high influence on their neighbors.

In order to locate mavens in a graph G, we first need to define
influence formally. We define Infi,j , influence of ni on nj as the
ratio of the number of cascades that ni successfully activated nj to
all the cascades ni tried activating nj .

Infi,j =

(
⊥ Successi,j + Faili,j ≤ τ

Successi,j

Successi,j+Faili,j
otherwise

where
Successi,j = |{ck|ni ∈ ck ∧ nj ∈ ck ∧ tk,i ≤ tk,j}|

Faili,j = |{ck|ni ∈ ck ∧ nj /∈ ck}|

Threshold τ is used to avoid deciding on influence of nodes for
which there are a small number of datapoints. Given this defini-
tion of node-to-node influence, the influence set of a node ni can
be defined as InfSeti = {nj |ei,j ∈ E ∧ Infi,j ! =⊥} and the
aggregate influence of a node ni as:

Inf(ni) =
X

nj∈InfSeti

Infi,j/ |{InfSeti}| (1)

Defining influence of a node using Equation 1, we sort the nodesN
of graphGw.r.t. their influence. W.l.o.g. letCM = 〈n1, n2, n3, ..., nn〉
denote the list of all the nodes in N ordered by Inf(.). We define
the set Candidate Mavens as the first dn/ke nodes in list CM , i.e.
the top 100/k-percentile local inluentials.

We then further filter the list CM to only include those nodes
that are original sources of information. For a cascade ci, let nj

denote the first blog in the list ci. We call nj the creator of cascade
ci. The maven score of a node nj can be computed as:

MS(nj) = |{ck|tk,j = 1}| (2)

In order to find out the final set of mavens, we re-sort CM using
the score computed with Equation 2. W.l.o.g. let the list created
with this method consist of nodes

˙
n1′, n2′, n3′, ..., ndn/ke′

¸
. The

top-k Mavens list Mk consists of nodes 〈n1′, n2′, n3′, ..., nk′〉.

2.2.3 Salesmen
The third kind of actor that Gladwell introduces is the salesman,

a person with high charisma who can sell ideas to almost anyone
since he never gives up. When reaching out to a person with an
idea and being declined, a connector or a maven would give up, but
a salesman tries different ways of persuasion [13]. We capture the
notion of a salesman as nodes that have a large number of trials to
activate its neighbors for cascades that the node itself is a part of.

Note that, we assume a broadcast system, i.e. when nj adopts or
advocates ci all its neighbors are notified of the adoption/advocation,
which also means that nj tries to activate all its inactive neighbors
in ci. Therefore the number of times nj advocates ci is equiva-
lent to the number of times nj tries to activate its neighbors in ci.
Therefore we compute the salesman score of each node as:

SalesScore(ni) =
X

ck,s.t.ni∈ck

SalesScorei,k/ |{ck|ni ∈ ck}|

(3)
where SalesScorei,k is defined as the number of times ni appears
in list ck. Having defined salesman score of each node using Equa-
tion 3, we sort the nodes of the graphG using this measure. W.l.o.g.
let 〈n1, n2, n3, ..., nn〉 denote the list of all the nodes inN ordered
by SalesScore(.). The top-k Salesmen list Sk consists of nodes
〈n1, n2, n3, ..., nk〉.

2.2.4 Translators
We also study another class of actors we call translators. These

actors act as bridges or translators among different communities
and therefore have the power of changing the context in which to
present an idea. For instance consider a blogger that is interested
in economy and political issues. This blogger will have the ability
to read another blog that is written in the context of politics and
be able to extract the economical issues of the same problem and
restate the same piece of information in the context of economics.
This way, this piece of information could reach the community that
is interested in economics.

Identifying translators in a social network is a non-trivial prob-
lem. In order to identify the translators in the blogosphere, first
we need to detect the communities. Even though the problem of
community detection has been studied extensively [8, 30, 28, 29,
11, 2, 37, 17], so far there is no agreement on exactly what defines
a community. One method for detecting communities is hierarchi-
cal clustering, which assigns nodes to the same community if they
are sufficiently similar to each other [33]. Similarity measures can
be based on the set of neighbors, Euclidean distance and Pearson
correlation or the number of paths between nodes. A community
can also be defined as “a group of vertices in which there are more
edges between vertices within the group than to vertices outside of
it” [8], a notion that can be identified using graph partitioning [30]
and modularity optimization techniques. A third way to define a
community identifies set of nodes that have higher than expected
number of edges within themselves and lower than expected edges
between them [28, 29]. These algorithms maximize modularity, the
fraction of all edges within communities minus the expected value
of the same quantity. In addition to those somewhat static views
on what makes a community Ghosh et al define a community as
being composed of individuals who have more influence on indi-
viduals within the community than on those outside of it [11]. A
structure-based view of influence is used that is defined as the num-
ber of paths, of any length, that exist between two nodes. Inspired
by the notions presented in [11], we believe static properties such
as the sole existence of links is not enough to define what makes a
community. We claim that existence of flow of influence between
nodes is a better indication of community. Different from [11], we
do not solely depend on a structural view of influence. Instead, we
use the cascade historyH to capture “real” influence cascade in the
network and use H to detect communities. Considering a cascade
ci ∈ H , the nodes that are a part of this cascade influence each
other in a way and the fact that they belong to the same cascade
also indicates similar interests.

Since we are looking for translators, i.e. the nodes of a networks
that belong to various communities, we need to employ methods to



detect overlapping communities. Only a few clustering algorithms
introduced so far can detect overlapping communities [2, 37, 17].
In this work, we implemented the one introduced in [2] which de-
fines a cluster as a locally optimal subgraph with respect to a given
density metric. The algorithm consists of two parts: an initializa-
tion phase which creates seed clusters; and an improvement phase
which repeatedly scans the nodes in order to improve the current
clusters until reaching a locally optimal collection of clusters. Next
we present the density metric that will be used by the algorithm
presented in [2] to cluster the nodes into overlapping communities.
The density metric we used is based on the influence notion pre-
sented above.

The density metric used is based on the co-occurrences of nodes
in cascades. To this end, we construct a hashtable T to keep track
of the co-occurrences of nodes in cascades. The keys in T are of
the form (ni, nj). Let VT,i,j denote the value of the key (ni, nj) in
T , i.e. the number of cascades that ni and nj both advocated. The
density metric was chosen as Wai, called the average influence,
which is defined for a set of nodes Setk as:

Wai(Setk) =
X

ni∈Setk

X
nj∈Setk

V aluei,j/ |Setk| (4)

where

V aluei,k

(
VT,i,j (ni, nj) ∈ T
0 otherwise

This will assign a high density to a set of nodes that occur fre-
quently in the same cascade and will also avoid assigning too many
nodes to one set by offsetting the weight by the number of nodes
in the cascade. Having discovered communities this way, the next
step is to detect the translators between communities. Let the set of
communities detected by employing the algorithm presented in [2]
and using the density metric Wai be {Set1, Set2, ..., Setm}. We
simply define translator score of a node as:

TranslatorScore(ni) = |{Setj |ni ∈ Setj}| (5)

Having defined the translator score of each node using Equation
5, we sort the nodes of the graph G using this measure. W.l.o.g.
let 〈n1, n2, n3, ..., nn〉 denote the list of all the nodes inN ordered
by TranslatorScore(.). The top-k Translators list Bk consists of
nodes 〈n1, n2, n3, ..., nk〉.

3. THE BLOGOSPHERE

3.1 Experimental Setup
In this section we will present some basic terminology about the

blogosphere and information cascades for this context. We will
explain how the social network graph and the cascade information
were extracted from the blogosphere data.

Weblogs have become a predominant way of sharing data online.
The blogosphere has considerable influence on how people make
decisions in areas such as politics or technology. [1]. As shown
in [25], there is non-trivial influence cascades in the blogosphere
when cascades are defined purely on the propagation of links.

Following the same ideas presented in [25], we use two different
graph structures that result from interactions in the blogosphere,
Blog Network and Post Network. Figure 2 summarizes the graphs
created for the blogosphere presented in Figure 1. As shown in
Figure 1, the blogosphere consists of blogs that have one or more
posts in them. Those posts can have links to other posts that reside
in either the same blog or some other blog (in addition to links to
other websites). Note also that the edges in Figure 1 are given as

Figure 1: Blogosphere data

dotted lines whereas for all the other graphs we use solid lines. This
notation aims to highlight the difference between linking behavior
which is demonstrated in Figure 1 and influencing behavior which
is demonstrated in the Blog Network and the Post Network. A post
Pi linking to another post Pj will be represented by a dotted line
from Pi to Pj in the blogosphere graph, wheareas the same behav-
ior translates to a solid line from Pj to Pi in the Post Network. The
Blog Network given in Figure 2(a) can be created by processing the
blogosphere data and creating a directed edge from a blogBi toBj

if there is at least one post in Bj that links to another post in Bi.
The Blog Network basically represents the blogs that are aware of
each other and therefore can influence each other. The Post Net-
work that is presented in Figure 2(b) can be obtained by ignoring
the blog information and only considering the links between posts.
From this data, we can extract the post cascades. In order to iden-
tify a cascade, we first find nodes (posts) that have no outgoing
edges, i.e. do not link to any other post. These posts are creators
of cascades. As shown in Figure 3(a), P3,1 is such a post. Since
P2,2 links to P3,1, we say P2,2 is influenced by P3,1. Another way
to look at the cascades is to consider the flow of information be-
tween blogs rather than posts. Figure 3(b) represents the cascades
from this perspective. Cascade c1 induces a cascade from blog B3

to B2 and then to B1. We refer to cascades that involve only one
blog as intra-blog cascades. Note that c4 is a intra-blog cascade
and therefore is filtered out from blog cascades.

(a) Blog Network (b) Post Network

Figure 2: Graphs created for blogosphere data

We used the August-October 2008 Memetracker data that con-
tains timestamped phrase and link information for news media ar-
ticles and blog posts from different blogs and news websites [27].
The data set consists of 53,744,349 posts and 2,115,449 sources
of information (blogs, news media and sources that reside outside
the blogosphere). 819,368 of those sources information are blogs.
When we restrict the cascades to non-trivial cascades, i.e. cascades
that involve at least two posts, and filtered out invalid data ( e.g.
posts that link to posts in the future) there are 744,189 cascades.



(a) Cascades from the post data perspec-
tive

(b) Cascades from the
blog data perspective

Figure 3: Cascades extracted from Figure 2

We have studied those cascades, as well as the unsuccessful trials
to cascades, i.e. the intra-blog cascades that have only one post
involved in them, to validate/invalidate theories as to what makes a
cascade tip and reach a large number of blogs. Before we present
our findings in this subject, we first present some interesting char-
acteristics of the blogosphere data.

3.2 General Properties of the Blogosphere
Before conducting experiments for evaluating the effect of the

four actors discussed, we studied certain structural and dynamic
characteristics of the blogosphere to check if adhere to the find-
ings on the characteristics of social networks so far. This section
presents details about two classes of characteristics: degree distri-
bution and correlation and influence distribution and correlation.

Similar to previous findings on degree distribution in social net-
works, the August-October blogosphere data set has a power-law
degree distribution for both the in-degree and out-degree of the
blogs. Note that, this agrees with the similar study done on blo-
gosphere data collected from August-September 2005 [25]. Due
to space limitations, we omit the graphs related to degree distribu-
tion of the blogosphere. Figure 4(a) shows correlation between the
in-degree and out-degree of blogs. It gives the CDF (cumulative
distribution function) of the ratio of out-degree to in-degree of the
blogs. Outgoing edges of a blog are defined as the blogs that this
particular blog influences, i.e. edges extracted from the Blog Net-
work. As shown in Figure 4(a), there are a large number of blogs
that have a very low out/in degree ratio, suggesting that these blogs
have a “high potential” to be influenced by other blogs and not have
a high potential to influence others. There are also a large number
of blogs with a very high out/in degree that have “a high potential”
to influence other blogs and not to be influenced themselves. The
blogs for which the out/in ratio > 100 or indegree= 0 were mapped
to out/in degree = 100. Therefore, the spike at 100 is more pro-
nounced. Note that, the degree of a node indicates a “potential”
rather than real influence, much like a user having 1000 friends on
Facebook is not necessarily influencing all the 1000 friends. The
spike at the ratio of 1 also suggests that there are a large number of
blogs whose in-degree and out-degree are highly correlated.

Next, we present our findings on the influence propagation be-
havior which demonstrates high skew of influence in the blogo-
sphere. The analysis is done on local influence, i.e. influence calcu-
lated using Equation 1. We define influence as how likely “neighor-
ing” blogs of a certain blog are to link to some post in that specific
blog. An “influential” blog will have many posts that are linked by
posts in other blogs. Likewise, we define “influentibility” as how
likely a blog is to be influenced by some other blog, i.e. have posts

(a) Degree distribution corre-
lation

(b) Influence/Influentibility
ratio

Figure 4: Degree and Influence correlation of the blogosphere

that link to posts in other blogs. An “easily influenceable” blog
will have many outgoing links to posts in other blogs. The distri-
bution of influence and influentibility in the blogosphere adheres to
the power law distribution. There are a large number of blogs that
are very difficult to influence and only a small number of blogs that
are easily influenced. Similarly many of the blogs have very small
influence. These findings indicate that there are many blogs that
have very low effect on the flow of information in the blogosphere.
These are usually isolated from the other blogs, not influencing or
being influenced by other blogs. This indicates that there is room
for improvement in terms of computation savings since many of
the blogs can be filtered out during computations. Due to space
limitations, we omit the graphs representing the influence and in-
fluentibility distribution of the data set. Next, we looked into the
correlation between the influence and influenbility of each blog to
see if the nodes that are influential are also the nodes that are easy
to influence. As shown in Figure 4(b), a large proportion of the
blogosphere population has very low influence compared to their
influentibility and vice versa,hence the spikes around the values of
0 and 100. There are also a large number of blogs which have com-
parable influence and influentibility as can be observed from the
spike around the value of 1.

4. THE LAW OF THE FEW IN THE BLO-
GOSPHERE

In order to evaluate the “possible” effect of the four types of
actors presented in Section 2.2, we analyzed the blogosphere data
to mine the correlation between the four types of actors and the
success of cascades. Even though correlation does not guarantee
causality, a high correlation can be a good indication of possible
causality. In the rest of this paper, we will loosely use the term
“possible effect” to refer to such high correlation. As explained in
Section 3.1, there are two ways to examine the cascade data for the
blogosphere: from the blog perspective as in the case of Figure 3(b)
and from the post data perspective as in the case of 3(a). We ana-
lyzed the blogosphere data to identify maven, connector, salesman
and translator blogs rather than posts. Therefore the data set used
in these experiments are of the form presented in Figure 3(b). The
historical data consists of a set of cascades, each of which con-
sists of the blogs that advocated that specific cascade ordered by
the time of advocation. Here advocation is equivalent to posting a
new post in this cascade. Our definitions of the actors depend on
this historical linking behavior rather than any other semantic in-
formation. This means that we do not leverage from the available
data to verify for instance whether translators do in fact translate or
mavens are actual sources of information. But this method enables
us to easily identify types of actors which is the crucial idea behind
our goal of identifying simple heuristics.

Using the equations presented in Section 2.2, we identify the
blogs that are in the top-k mavens, connectors, salesmen or transla-



tors lists (for various k) and investigate if cascades involving those
actors are in fact more likely to be successful. We measure the
success of a cascade by the number of distinct blogs that advocate
it. We address two questions: 1) Considering the extraordinar-
ily successful cascades, can we extract certain properties that hold
consistently for such cascades? 2)What are good measures and in-
dications to reach better than expected success with high probabil-
ity? Does the involvement of the four types of actors indicate better
than expected success? In Section 4.1 we address the first question
and in Section 4.2, we address the second question.

4.1 Extraordinarily successful cascades
In this section, we address the question of what makes a cascade

reach far beyond the “tipping point” and become extraordinarily
successful. Since cascade sizes follow the power-law distribution,
our data set contains only a small subset of cascades that involve
500 or more blogs. Table 1 summarizes the top 10 cascades of the
data set. The second column, size, refers to the size of the cascade,
i.e. the number of distinct blogs that advocate this cascade. The
third, fourth, fifth and sixth columns represent the first index of a
node from the top-k maven, connector, salesmen and translator list
in the cascade respectively. The seventh, eighth and ninth columns
represent the number of top-k mavens, connectors, salesmen and
translators in the cascade respectively. We chose to evaluate the
top 0.1, 1 and 10 percentile of each top-k list and then choose the
best of these three choices in terms of performance. This resulted
in setting k = 5561 for top-k mavens, k = 148 for top-k connec-
tors, k = 211 for top-k salesmen and k = 29 for top-k translators.
The results indicate that the extraordinarily successful cascades al-
most always started from a connector and involved a large number
of connectors. This explains the general convention of choosing
highly connected people as starters of cascades, a strategy that has
been employed for a long time [34]. Table 1 also demonstrates
that those cascades involve a large number of salesmen and trans-
lators but do not necessarily start with one. It is worthwhile to note
that the top 3 cascades involve all of the top-29 translators. This
reflects the likely importance of having a translator between com-
munities to make an idea attractive for a diverse set of people/blogs.
The positive correlation observed for the connectors, salesman and
translators does not exist for the mavens, Table 1 demonstrates no
correlation between mavens and “extraordinarily” successful cas-
cades.

Although it is temping to suggest, using Table 1, that starting a
cascade from a connector and reaching out to a translator or sales-
man will “guarantee” an extraordinarily successful cascade, this
would be an overly simplified conclusion. Basing methods of in-
fluence maximization on findings from a small number of success
cases introduces the danger of investing in “accidental influentials”
[35] rather than real influentials. In the next section we will study
the success of cascades that involve the four actors to investigate if
these cascades achieve better than expected success. Since we have
a larger data set for such cascades, the findings give better indica-
tions of the effects of these actors. For instance, Table 1 shows that
almost all the top cascades started from a connector, but for all cas-
cades that start from a connector, what is the success, i.e. cascade
size, distribution? We address such questions in the next section.

4.2 Cascades with better than expected suc-
cess

In this section, we investigate the possible effect connectors,
mavens, salesmen and translators have on a cascade being (several
magnitudes) more successful than expected. The kind of questions
we would like to address are: How much more likely is a cascade

Table 1: Top Cascades
Cascade size tM tCON tS tT #M #CON #S #T

1 1114 601 0 168 65 2 17 5 29
2 1095 581 0 146 174 2 17 5 29
3 1095 581 0 146 174 2 17 5 29
4 1061 51 0 0 107 2 15 5 5
5 928 527 0 77 107 1 16 5 5
6 920 519 0 72 101 1 15 5 5
7 908 506 2 38 68 1 15 5 5
8 876 205 0 36 91 2 15 4 5
9 779 362 4 100 36 1 14 4 5

10 776 361 2 97 33 1 14 4 5

Figure 5: Cascades with Mavens

starting from a connector or involving a connector to reach out to
more than k blogs (say 50 or 100) than an arbitrary cascade? Fig-
ures 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 present our findings. All graphs are log-scale
and show the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the size of
cascades. The X-axis represents the cascade size whereas the Y-
axis represents the log of ratio of cascades that have at least that
many blogs in it. Inspired by the findings presented in Table 1, we
introduce the notion of initiators and intermediaries. An initiator
is a blog that starts a cascade. For instance B3 in Figure 3(b) is the
initiator of cascade c1. An intermediary is a blog that is a part of
a cascade and therefore acts as an “intermediary” for spreading the
cascade further. All the blogs that are part of a cascade are inter-
mediaries of that cascade. B1, B2 and B3 are intermediaries for
cascade c1. We study the possible effect of the four different actors
when they act as initiators and intermediaries for cascades.

Figure 6: Cascades with Connectors



Figure 7: Cascades with Salesmen

Figure 5 presents our findings on the possible effect of mavens
on the success of cascades. We have set τ = 10 to avoid using data
based on interactions between two blogs that have interacted less
than 10 times in the entire cascade history. We also used k = 100
to limit the mavens to 1-percentile. After sorting the Candidate
Mavens w.r.t. theMS(.) measure defined in Equation 2, we picked
the top 10 and 0.1 percentile as the top-k maven list. These settings
resulted in the three top-k maven lists presented in Figure 5. As
Figure 5 demonstrates, cascade size follows a power-law distribu-
tion, a property that has been demonstrated in prior work [25]. Also
note that the figures are in log-scale so the cascade size has even a
heavier tail than presented in Figure 5. Figure 5 demonstrates the
positive correlation of the success of a cascade and starting the cas-
cade from a maven. A cascade starting from a maven is likely to be
more successful than expected, i.e. a random cascade. However it
is important to note that although a cascade starting from a maven
is substantially more likely to reach 20-70 blogs, the same is not
true for reaching 100 or more blogs. This indicates that mavens
in the blogosphere can be good heuristics to use if the goal is to
reach a large scale, but not necessarily the maximum scale. Figure
5 also demonstrates the case of starting a cascade from a maven and
reaching a connector at some point. We can see that the success of
cascades in this case is several magnitudes larger. Also, consider-
ing the drop of performance from top-5658 to top-56 mavens, we
reason that the blogs that start too many cascades show spammer-
like behavior and therefore are less effective in creating successful
cascades. To further investigate this, we also evaluated blogs that
start a large number of cascades without limiting the definition to
those blogs that have high trust from their immediate neighborhood
(use k = 1 to remove the restriction on local influentials) and ob-
served that such blogs have very little effect on the performance
of cascades. Such blogs that start a high number of cascades and
have low influence on their neighbors can be identified as spammers
rather than mavens. Due to space limitations we omit the detailed
results for such blogs.

Figure 6 presents the possible effect of connectors as initiators
and intermediaries. Although the findings presented in Section 4.1
showed that the top-10 cascades almost all started from a connector,
Figure 6 demonstrates that starting a cascade from a connector is
not a sufficient condition for creating a successful cascade. Interest-
ingly, we find that when a cascade involves a connector rather than
solely starting from it, it is more likely to be successful. Although,
this might be counter-intuitive to some, it agrees with studies that
claim it is harder to influence a connector and therefore it is more
beneficial to reach out to a critical mass of easily influenced people
before trying to influence those hard to influence connectors [36].

Figures 7 and 8 present our analysis for salesmen and translators
respectively and demonstrate similar findings to those presented in

Figure 8: Cascades with Translators

Figure 9: Comparison of All Actors

Section 4.1, as they both suggest that salesmen and translators have
a possible positive effect as intermediaries of cascades. Figure 9
gives an overview of our analysis for all the actors in a way we can
qualitatively compare the possible effect of various actors. It indi-
cates that the salesmen and the translators have a higher impact on
the success of cascades than that of the connectors and the mavens.
This figure also indicates that the combined effect of actors is much
more pronounced then their effects in isolation. Consider the y val-
ues on the dotted vertical line in Figure 9. These values can be
used to qualitatively compare how effective the actors are in creat-
ing cascades of size >= 50. Cascades involving any of the four
actors have better performance than expected (the lowest y value).
Cascades that start from a maven and have a connector as interme-
diary have the best performance. Salesmen and translators provide
the next best performance, followed by the mavens and connectors
respectively.

Our analysis so far demonstrates the high correlation between
involvement of the four actors in cascades and the success of cas-
cades. Although this is a good indication of the effects of these
actors to increase the spread of influence in a social network, it
does not guarantee that the cascades are successful because of the
four actors. One natural question one can ask is: Are the cascades
more successful because of the four actors or are the four actors
involved in such successful cascades because they are already suc-
cessful? Consider two cascades c1 and c2. Assume they consist
of blogs Bi, Bj , Bk, ... and Bi, Bj , ... respectively. Let Bk be the
first salesman in c1 and let c2 have no salesmen. We can see that
c1 and c2 have similar behavior until c1 reaches out to a salesman
(same prefix until Bk). If the salesman were to be involved in a
cascade because the cascade is successful, we would expect c1 and



Figure 10: Comparison of cascades that involve a salesman and
ones that do not and have “similar behavior” otherwise

c2 to compare well, whereas we would expect c1 to be substantially
more successful than c2 if a cascade becomes more successful be-
cause a salesman is involved in it. We analyzed the blogosphere
data to extract such pairs of cascades and aggregated the results.
Figure 10 presents our findings for the salesmen and they support
our intuition that cascades are more successful because of the sales-
men. We have done similar analysis on the other three actors and
obtained similar results. We omit the details of these results due to
space limitations. Although such analysis still does not guarantee
the effect of the four actors, it gives us better confidence that the
effect of the four actors exists.

Our findings show that the four types of actors are highly cor-
related with the success of cascades. Cascade size, even of the
cascades that involve these actors follow a power-law distribution.
However cascades that involve a connector, maven, salesman or
translator have a much lighter tail. We observed that cascades with
translators and salesmen reach a larger number of blogs than those
with connectors and mavens. We also observe that the combination
of those actors have a much higher possible effect than what they
have in isolation. Another important observation is that the cas-
cades that involve these four actors as intermediaries rather than
initiators are likely to be more successful. This points us towards
new algorithms to increase the effectiveness of information cas-
cades. In future work, we plan to investigate heuristics that opti-
mize how to reach out to these four (or possibly more) actors rather
than optimizing how to reach out to the entire population which
is computationally expensive. Although almost all the top-10 cas-
cades started from a connector, the “ambitious” strategy of employ-
ing connectors as the starters of cascades has a worse expected per-
formance than some other methods. The question then becomes: of
two choices one with a high benefit but a low probability of deliver-
ing that benefit and another choice with a lower benefit but a higher
probability of delivering that benefit, which one is more beneficial?

5. CONCLUSION
Understanding why some ideas or products become extraordi-

narily successful while others do not is an open problem. Getting
closer to the answer of this question is crucial for making social
networks useful beyond the obvious use of connecting with people
online. Having a better grip of the real world behavior of how in-
formation cascades happen in social networks can provide us tools
for optimally disseminating important piece of information. Prior
studies aimed at targeting this problem by building models and
solving expensive approximation algorithms with error bounds on
those models. However the correctness of these models and their
robustness to small errors in the parameters of the models are two
main problems that warrant the question: “Do the optimization al-
gorithms on these models achieve their goals?” We claim that by

mining the behavior observed on a social network, we can extract
certain heuristics that make an information cascade more likely to
be successful.

We formally define four types of actors, namely connectors, mavens,
salesmen and translators in the context of social networks and show
that the cascades that involve such actors are significantly more
likely to be successful. The first three of these actors were first in-
troduced by Gladwell who claims that a few “fascinating” people
decide our tastes and trends and they are crucial to reaching the
tipping point beyond which an idea or a product becomes extraor-
dinarily successful. Unfortunately, the nature of social networks
prevents us from drawing definite conclusions about exactly what
makes an idea tip since it is very hard, if not impossible, to find
causality by doing controlled experiments. Therefore, we studied a
very large historical data set that consistently shows high correla-
tion which is a good indication of causality.

Although most of prior work has focused on optimizing the spread
of influence in social networks, in the real world it is hard to pin-
point what exactly makes the spread of influence reach maximum.
Therefore, we studied the characteristics related to what makes a
cascade more successful than expected. We showed that all four ac-
tors have a possible effect on such behavior. More interestingly, we
showed that cascades that involve at least one connector, salesman,
maven or translator blog are likely to be even more successful than
cascades that start with a connector, salesman, maven or translator
blog respectively. These findings provide opportunities for new al-
gorithms aimed at optimizing the diffusion of information in social
networks. They indicate that algorithms for finding the best method
of reaching out to those actors, rather than the entire network, can
be a good heuristic. The types of actors identified can also be used
to augment the current models of diffusion to capture real world
behavior. As part of future work, we also plan to augment our anal-
ysis on the intermediaries to investigate if there exists an optimal
timing to reach out to a connector, maven, salesman or translator.
Are these actors more useful if they adopt and advocate a cascade
early or later on?

We analyzed the blogosphere data to investigate the validity of
the heuristics introduced but the same heuristics can be evaluated
on other social networks. We believe that different social networks
provide different ways of interacting which means that certain ac-
tors, while not so significant in certain networks, can be highly
influential in others. Although among the four actors the transla-
tors and salesmen were observed to have the highest possible effect
in the blogosphere, for other networks, the relative importance of
the actors can be different. Using the formalization introduced in
this work, which is generic and can be applied to any social network
for which there exists historical data on information cascades, these
actors and their possible effect can be easily mined and this infor-
mation can be used to construct algorithms that aim at improving
information propagation.
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